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Rice is the second major cereal crop in the world, while rice blast is its most destructive rice disease 

worldwide. Six varieties with different rice blast tolerance were inoculated with the fungus (Hight 

disease pressure, HDP), while another identical set was kept free of the disease (Low disease pressure, 

LDP). Grains derived by HDP and LDP plants were analyzed for protein content, as well as their 

phenolic profile and antioxidant activity. Results showed that protein content increased by 23.7%, 

the antioxidant activity and total phenolics increased by 10.0% and 7% in the HDP, respectively. 

Likewise, total flavonoids in most of the varieties were elevated ranging from 8.1 to 11.6%. Moreover, 

a significant trend of an antioxidant boost appeared in total phenolic acids of the grains and within 

the individual ones. Particularly, in the grains of the HDP total phenolic acids elevated by 6.9% more 

than in the LDP. Ferulic and p-coumaric acids, the most important acids of rice grains elevated to 

4.2% and 13.7%, respectively. Syringic acid was increased by 20.8%, while the elevation was more 

pronounced in the most tolerant varieties. In the HDP plants, the overall elevation of the 4-hydroxy-

benzoic acid ranged from 5.3% to 17.7% and the sinapic acid increased by 35%. Regarding the 

varieties, in general it was not possible to draw clear conclusions concerning the individual phenolic 

acids alterations. However, the most stable trend appeared in the highly tolerant variety, where in 

four out of six acids, it was included in genotypes with the highest phenolic acids elevation. © 2021 

Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci. 
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Rice (Oryza sativa L.) is considered among the 

major staple crops, worldwide. Since rice is included 

in the diet of most populations around the world, it 

plays an important role in the concentration of 

several essential nutrients humans ingest daily.  

Rice blast caused by Pyricularia oryzae 

(Cavara) is the most destructive disease of rice 

(Oryza sativa L.) worldwide causing yield loss at 

varying levels depending on several factors like 

stage of the crop, degree of cultivar susceptibility 
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and environmental conditions. Besides yield losses, 

it is critical that rice blast fungus affects rice quality 

attributes [1]. Chemical control is the predominant 

way of managing rice blast, particularly by 

application of the most effective blasticide, 

tricyclazole [2].  

Plant responses to stresses include activation of 

ion channels, production of reactive oxygen species 

scavenging enzymes, accumulation of hormones, 

and expression of stress tolerance genes. 

Pathogenesis-related (PR) proteins are a 

structurally diverse group of plant proteins that are 

toxic to invading fungal pathogens. They are 

widely distributed in plants in trace amounts but are 

produced in much greater concentrations following 

pathogen attack or stresses. Varying types of PR 

proteins have been isolated from each of several 

crops and from several plant organs, e.g., leaves, 

seeds, and roots including rice [3, 4]. The 

hypersensitive reaction to a pathogen leads to the 

induction of numerous plant genes encoding 

defence proteins [5]. 

Additionally, rice contains many non-nutrient 

bioactive compounds known as antioxidants, 

including phenolic compounds, tocopherols, 

tocotrienols and oryzanol. Phenolic compounds 

play an important role as defence molecules to 

protect plants from various adverse conditions or 

agents, especially fungus and other pathogens [6]. 

Researchers have demonstrated that phenolic 

compounds have antioxidant activities and free 

radical scavenging capabilities [7, 8].  

Many studies reported that phenolic compounds 

were elevated in rice leaves infected by rice blast, 

particularly resulting from the brown pigment areas 

around the leaf lesions [9]. Contrariwise, Toan et al. 

[10] found that total phenolics were decreased in 

the leaves of infected rice cultivars susceptible and 

resistant to rice blast. Moreover, they reported that, 

in non-infection conditions, the total phenolic 

compounds in leaves of susceptible cultivars were 

higher than in the resistance ones. It has been more 

than 20 years since the first identified flavonoids 

isovitexin, α‐tocopherol, and γ‐oryzanol in rice as 

having antioxidant activities comparable to that of 

butylated hydroxyanisole, are a common food 

preservative [11]. In addition, rice produces a wide 

array of phytoalexins, inducible secondary 

metabolites, in response to pathogen attacks and 

environmental stresses. It is reported by various 

authors that the flavonoid phytoalexin sakuranetin 

was increased in leaves after the hypersensitive 

response of rice plants infected by the rice blast 

fungus [12]. On the contrary, Toan et al. [10] 

concluded that total flavonoids in rice leaves were 

reduced in some resistant and susceptible varieties. 

However, they reported no significant differences 

in other tested varieties, so that they could not 

correlate phenolics and flavonoids with the rice 

blast resistant levels. Nevertheless, these findings 

are in total contradiction with relative literature 

published in the last 30 years. Other studies have 

shown that several phenylamides (amine-

conjugated phenolic compounds) play a role as 

defence-related agents exhibiting antimicrobial 

activity against rice pathogens [13]. Many 

researchers investigated the effects of rice blast on 

the phytoalexins content and the antioxidant 

capacity in leaves, studying the resistance 

responses of the rice system to the fungus invasion. 

Moreover, many attempts were conducted to 

correlate these results with host resistance and plant 

defence mechanisms [9, 10]. Concerning the 

correlations between rice blast and rice plant 

biochemistry, Suzuki [14] reported that normal 

activity responds rapidly with necrosis against 

mechanical injuries or foreign matter introduced 

from outside; it produces a certain lethal substance, 

such as phytoalexin, during this response. Rice 

plants assimilate ammonium into amino acids and 

proteins and produce phenolic compounds, and 

these are the most important factors for the 

maintenance of such activity. However, there are 

no other published studies, reporting the effects of 

rice blast on the production of phenolic compounds 

and antioxidant capacities of rice. 
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The aim of the present study is to investigate the 

effect of rice blast on the defence mechanisms in 

HDP and LDP disease treatments on PR protein, 

phenolic profile and antioxidant activity in rice. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Field experiments. Two sets of experiments were 

carried out at Experimental Station of the Institute 

of Plant Breeding and Genetic Resources, in 

Kalochori, Thessaloniki, Greece, in 2014 and 2015 

(40°37'0.70"N, 22°49'50.48"E). The soil of the 

experimental area was silty loam (Aquic 

Xerofluvents) with a pH of 7.5 and 1.6% organic 

matter. Six rice varieties with varying levels of 

susceptibility to rice blast were selected: Ariete, 

Cigalon, LAB PG, Pegonil, Colina and Maratelli, 

as highly susceptible control [2]. All six varieties 

belonged to the European core collection 

maintained at the seed bank of the Institute obtained 

by two EU projects, RESGEN 1996-1999 and 

EURIGEN 2007-2010.  

Seeds were sown in pots on the 9th of May 2014 

and 6th of May 2015 and left to grow in nurseries. 

The field was flooded one day before transplanting, 

while the water was maintained between 5 and 10 

cm deep until the grains reached the physiological 

maturity stage. The field was fertilised with 55 kg 

Ν ha-1 as ammonium sulfate (21% N), 33 kg Ρ ha-1 

as superphosphate, and 62 kg Κ ha-1 as potassium 

sulfate (42% Κ and 17% S), all applied by hand 

broadcasting before transplanting. A further 145 kg 

N ha-1 was applied when rice was at the tillering 

stage, 50 kg N ha-1 at the stem elongation, and 

finally 50 kg N ha-1 at booting. The experimental 

area was kept free of weeds by hand weeding. The 

seedlings were transplanted by hand into the field 

at the 5th to 6th leaf stage and arranged in a 

randomized complete block design with 3 

replications for each treatment. Plots were 2 m long 

and consisted of 4 rows, 0.25 m apart each with 

0.10 m on row spacing. When plants reached the 6th 

to 7th leaf stage were inoculated with rice blast 

conidia following the protocol described by 

Koutroubas et al. [1]. The plants were grown under 

two blast disease levels, high disease pressure 

(HDP) and low disease pressure (LDP) succeeded 

by spraying the appropriate treatments with the 

blasticide, tricyclazole, two applications of 300 gr 

ha-1 of active substance each: the first one on the 

15th of July 2014 and 19th of July 2015 and the 

second 30 days after the first fungicide application. 

The use of the blasticide was necessary to facilitate 

the completion of the experiment for achieving the 

LDP treatment.  

 

Meteorological conditions were recorded during 

the whole cultivation period for both years 2014 

and 2015, using in-field installations of data loggers 

for air temperature and relative humidity (Hobo 

U23 Pro), as well as for solar radiation (Hobo 

Pyranometer) and for rainfall (Decagon High 

Resolution Rain Gauge) with in-field proximity 

installations.  

 

Rice blast assessment. Blast assessments were 

performed on an individual plant basis. Leaf blast 

was recorded at 60 days after inoculation (DAI), 

using the lesion type rating scale from 1 to 5. This 

lesion type scale is a modification of the 1-6 scale 

[15] and it was expressed as a percentage of the 

infected panicles against the total number of them. 

 

Protein determination. Protein content in brown 

rice samples was determined by the Kjeldahl 

method. 

 

Phenolic extraction procedure. Free and bound 

phenolics of rice samples were extracted according 

to the method described by Irakli et al. [16].  

 

Determination of total phenolics and total 

flavonoids. Total phenolics of both extracts were 

determined by Folin–Ciocalteu method according 

to Singleton et al. [17], and total flavonoids were 

determined using the aluminum chloride 

colorimetric method of Bao et al. [18]. 
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Identification and quantification of phenolics 

were determined by high performance liquid 

chromatography according to Irakli et al. [19]. 

 

ABTS radical scavenging activity. Radical 

scavenging activity of rice extracts against ABTS 

radical cation was evaluated according to the 

protocol of Re et al. [20].  

 

Statistical analysis. All statistical analysis was 

carried out over a year using both IBM SPPS 

Statistics v23 software package and MSTA-C. The 

obtained results were evaluated by analysis of 

variance, and the means were compared by Least 

Significant Differences test (LSD) at a 5% error 

probability (p<0.5). 

 

Results  

Meteorological data. The meteorological 

conditions (data not presented) in both years were 

similar. Minimum and average air temperatures 

throughout both cultivation periods were almost 

identical (19.6/19.5oC and 23.4/23.9oC), while the 

maximum temperature was 1.4oC higher in 2015. 

Average relative humidity was 5.9% higher in 2015 

than in 2014, while total rainfall and solar radiation 

were almost identical in both years. In general, the 

weather condition in both cultivation periods was 

similar, while any existing difference could not 

affect or alter the development of rice blast fungus. 

 

Rice blast assessments. Leaf blast appeared in all 

varieties grown under High Disease Pressure 

(HDP) after the inoculation with the fungus in 2014 

and 2015. The average leaf blast severity (1-5 

lesion type scale) was 1.18 in the LDP plants and 

3.23 in the HDP plants, showing an increase of 

62.4% due to the inoculation (Table). Moreover, 

the infections appeared in the HDP revealed a 

successful infection, while the marginal leaf blast 

severity on the non-inoculated LDP plants was due 

to the blasticide spraying. Within the HDP 

treatment the highest leaf blast severity among the 

tested varieties appeared in LAB PG (4.38), 

followed by Pegonil (3.92) and Maratelli (3.58) 

showing significant differences between them. The 

rest of the varieties (Colina, Ariete and Cigallon) 

occurred as tolerant to leaf blast. Neck blast 

incidence, appeared only in the inoculated plants, 

was increased at a level of 11.9% compared to LDP 

plants (Table). The highest neck blast incidence in 

the HDP treatment appeared in Maratelli (16.9%) 

followed by LAB PG (12.9%) and Pegonil (11.6%), 

with significant differences between them. 

Regression analysis of both leaf and neck blast over 

years revealed a positive correlation between both 

Table. Leaf blast (Scale 1-5), Neck blast (%), Yield per plant and Yield Reduction (%) in the six varieties 

tested in 2014 and 2015 under two disease levels, LDP (Low Disease Pressure) and HDP (High Disease 

Pressure) 

 Leaf blast (1-5) Neck blast (%) Yield/plant (g) Yield Reduction (%) 

Variety LDP HDP LDP HDP LDP HDP  

Ariete 1.00 g* 2.50 de 0.0 f 8.8 e 13.8 d 9.7 e 29.5 

Cigalon 1.08 g 2.33 e 0.0 f 11.5 c 13.2 d 10.5 e 20.6 

LAB PG 1.25 g 4.38 a 0.0 f 12.9 b 20.3 a 16.1 bc 20.5 

Pegonil 1.58 f 3.92 b 0.0 f 11.6 c 13.5 d 10.7 e 20.7 

Maratelli 1.17 g 3.58 c 0.0 f 16.9 a 18.1 ab 14.6 cd 19.5 

Colina 1.00 g 2.68 d 0.0 f 9.9 d 16.8 b 13.3 d 20.8 

Average 1.18 3.23 0.0 11.9 15.9 12.5 21.9 

LSD 0.29 0.94 2.25  

*Values followed by the same letter in both LDP and HDP columns are not significantly different according to LSD 

test at p ≤ 0.05 
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types of disease symptoms with an R2 value of 

0.633 [(Leaf blast 1-5) = 1.33 + 0.147 x (Neck Blast 

%)] (data not shown). The differences in the blast 

infection levels observed among the tested varieties 

were most likely due to the genetic differences, 

since similar cultural practices and conditions were 

adopted during the experimentation. 

 

Protein content. Protein content of the grains was 

greatly affected by rice blast resulting in an overall 

increase of 23.7% (Fig. a). The most pronounced 

increase appeared in the susceptible control variety 

Maratelli (38.3%) followed by Ariete (31.8%) and 

Cigalon (25.7%), while the lowest increase 

appeared in Pegonil (8.6%).  

 

Total phenolics, total flavonoids and antioxidant 

activity. Rice blast affected the antioxidant 

compounds of the rice grains. Results showed that 

total phenolics were 10% higher in the LDP 

treatment in most of the varieties tested (Fig. b). 

The highest increases appeared in Cigalon (tolerant 

one) and LAB PG (the most susceptible one), 

meaning that total phenolics are affected 

independently of the variety susceptibility level. 

Moreover, Maratelli and Ariete appeared with no 

significant differences in the total phenolics 

between the two disease treatments.  

On the contrary, no significant differences were 

observed in the total flavonoid content of HDP and 

LDP rice grains in the most of varieties tested (Fig. 

c). It is noteworthy that only in Maratelli the total 

flavonoid content was significantly higher in the 

HDP treatment compared to the LDP one.  

Additionally, the antioxidant capacity of rice 

grains as measured by ABTS radical scavenging 

 

Fig. Differences between the HDP and LDP treatments in: a) Protein content, b)Total Phenolics, c) Total Flavanoids 

and d) ABTS, e) Total Phenolic Acids, f) 4-hydroxy-benzoic acid, g)Vannilic Acid, h) Syringic Acid, i) Ferulic Acid, 

j) P-Coumaric acid, k) Sinapic Acid. 
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activity was increased significantly at the level of 

7% in the HDP treatment. ABTS values showed 

great variation among the varieties (Fig. d). 

Particularly, in the susceptible variety Pegonil and 

in Ariete and Colina (the tolerant ones), ABTS 

values were significantly increased in the HDP 

treatment at levels of 10.8%, 10.6 and 8.5%, 

respectively. Moreover, in LAB-PG (the most 

susceptible variety), and Cigalon (the most tolerant 

one) ABTS values were elevated 4.7% and 3.1%, 

respectively.  

The total identified phenolic acids profile 

included ferulic, p-coumaric, sinapic, 4-hydroxy-

benzoic, vanillic and syringic acid. In general, the 

overall trend was that rice extracts of HDP grains 

obtained 6.9% higher levels of total phenolic acids 

(sum of identified phenolic acids in free and bound 

extracts) than in the LDP (Fig. e). Pegonil had 

11.0% more total phenolic acids, followed by 

Ariete (9.0%) and Maratelli (8.5%), with 

significant differences between the two treatments. 

Although, the increases in total phenolic acids 

between LDP and HDP treatments in Cigalon, LAB 

PG and Colina were not significant.  

 

Considering the fact that ferulic acid contributed 

59.8% of the total phenolic acids, it is evident that 

this acid along with p-coumaric plays the most 

important role in the elevation of the antioxidant 

activity triggered by the rice blast infection. Ferulic 

acid, was significantly increased by 4.2% overall in 

the HDP treatment compared to the LDP one. 

However, among the varieties no significant 

elevations were observed (Fig. i). The greatest 

increases appeared in Maratelli (6.8%), Pegonil 

(5.5%), and Cigalon (5.3%). Lower increases 

appeared in the tolerant varieties Ariete (2.5%) and 

Colina (1.2%). Thus, taking into account the overall 

significant increase of ferulic acid, a clear trend is 

evident. Results from p-coumaric acid 

determination revealed an overall increase of 

13.7% in the grains of the HDP rice plants 

compared to the LDP ones (Fig. g). The most 

pronounced increase appeared in Ariete (31.9%) 

followed by Pegonil (20.9%) and Maratelli (11.3%) 

(Fig. j). Moreover, no significant elevations were 

observed in Cigalon (10.2%), Colina (7.1%) and 

LAB-PG (0.7%). Therefore, the effect of rice blast 

induced elevation of p-coumaric acid is clear, while 

this acid represents almost one- third (29.8%) of the 

total phenolic acids. Moreover, there was a 13.7% 

increase of sinapic acid in the HDP treatment 

compared to the LDP one. Specifically, the most 

pronounced increase was observed in the most 

tolerant variety Colina (35%), followed by Pegonil 

(28.7%), Maratelli (21.7%), with significant 

differences between the two treatments. Moreover, 

no significant increases appeared in Cigalon (7.0%) 

and Ariete (5.3%) (Fig. k). However, in the most 

susceptible variety, LAB PG, sinapic acid was 

15.3% reduced. Total phenolic acids contain 5.7% 

of sinapic acid and it is the third most considerable 

acid. 

Furthermore, results among the minor phenolic 

acids have shown alterations between the HPD and 

LPD treatments (Fig.). The 4-hydroxy-benzoic acid 

determination revealed that there was a 5.9% 

increase in the HDP compared to the LDP treatment 

(Fig. f). The most pronounced increase appeared in 

Colina (17.7%), followed by Maratelli (7.1%), 

Cigalon (7.0%) and Ariete (5.3%). However, the 

differences between the two disease treatments in 

Pegonil and LAB-PG were not significant. The 4-

hydroxy-benzoic acid in the current study 

represents 2.7% of total phenolic acids in rice 

grains. However, contradictory results were 

obtained from vanillic acid determination, while all 

differences between the HDP and LDP treatments 

were significant. Overall, the vanillic acid 

concentration was 3% lower in HDP treatment than 

in LDP (Fig. g). Particularly, in the most tolerant 

varieties, Ariette and Cigalon, vanillic acid was 

16.1% and 25.3% lower in the HDP than in the LDP 

treatment, while the reduction was marginal in 

LAB-PG (0.6%). On the contrary, vanillic acid was 

elevated in Maratelli (11.5%), Pegonil (6.9%) and 
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Colina (5.6%). Vanillic acid represents only the 2% 

of the total phenolic acids in the rice grains. 

Furthermore, syringic acid was determined 20.8% 

higher in HDP treatment than in LDP one (Fig. h). 

Particularly, it was higher in Colina (42.9%), Ariete 

(30.4%), Cigalon (27.1%) LAB PG (18%) and 

Maratelli (12.3%). Contrariwise, syringic acid was 

reduced in the grains of Pegonil in the HDP 

treatment. Syringic acid represents only 0.7% of the 

total phenolic acids in the rice grains.  

 

Discussion 

In both years of experimentation, meteorological 

conditions did not affect the disease development, 

since the most important parameters for rice blast 

pathogenesis, minimum (evening hours) and 

average temperatures, were almost identical [2]. 

Regarding the enhancement of protein content 

of grains, it is possible that this fungal induced 

protein increase is connected to PR proteins, due to 

their strong antifungal activity [3, 21]. It is well 

documented in the literature that various attempts 

have been carried out to improve the rice grain’s 

content of protein, as well as essential amino acids 

such as lysine and threonine. Schaeffer & Sharpe 

[22] reported that higher lysine plants (14%) were 

regenerated from calli subjected to inhibitory levels 

of lysine plus threonine. Other strategies to increase 

grains’ protein content and essential amino acids 

were by modifying biosynthetic and catabolic 

fluxes [23] and also, through the generation of 

transgenic plants by over-expressing genes 

encoding the proteins with higher ratios of essential 

amino acids [24]. Thus, the protein elevation 

presented in the current study, is possible to be 

resulted from the two different treatments: a) the 

blasticide tricyclazole application on the LDP 

plants and b) the rice blast infection of the HDP 

growing plants. Moreover, to our knowledge there 

are only two reports, where tricyclazole altered the 

protein levels of the sprayed plants. Sapna and 

Mahesh [25] reported that tricyclazole slightly 

inhibited the protein content in the grains of 

tricyclazole treated rice plants at an average rate of 

0.2% in four out of eight rice varieties tested. 

Additionally, Avinash [26] reported small 

decreases of protein content in maize grains treated 

with tricyclazole concentrations of 0.1-0.3%, 

ranged among 0.1-0.24 mg/g, while in the control 

treatment was higher (0.43 mg/g). Thus, it appears 

from these studies that any possible tricyclazole in 

protein levels were very marginal to be established 

as a significant alteration factor. However, the 

results of the current study showed that the protein 

content was significantly elevated in the HDP at a 

level of 23.7%, much higher than tricyclazole 

effect. Thus, this elevation of the protein contents 

could be attributed to PR proteins stored in the 

grains assimilates originated by the plant biotic 

stress. Moreover, changes in protein levels are an 

aspect of critical alteration of the nutritive status of 

the rice final product. Martin and Fitzgerald [27] 

demonstrated that proteins affect the amount of 

water that rice absorbs early in cooking, and the 

availability of water in early cooking will 

determine the hydration of the protein and the 

concentration of the dispersed and viscous phases 

of the starch.  

Regarding the antioxidant compounds, the most 

important result is the overall elevations of total 

phenolics and flavonoids in the HDP treatment in 

comparison to those of the LDP plants. Comparing 

the current results with the existing literature, Toan 

et al. [10], reported that among several (eleven) 

phenolic acids detected in rice plant leaves 

(including all the tested ones in the present study 

except the sinapic acid), only catechol, cinnamic 

acid and vanillin were promoted in rice leaves 

inoculated with rice blast, while they suggested that 

further investigation was needed. Concerning the 

genotypic differences, it was very difficult to draw 

any clear trend to correlate rice blast varietal 

susceptibility with total phenolics and flavonoids. 

In the case of the phenolics, the highest elevations 

appeared in the most tolerant and susceptible 

varieties and not in the resistant ones, while in 
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flavonoids, the elevation appeared only in the 

susceptible variety Maratelli.  

According to Goufo and Trindade [28], the 

phenolic acids in rice were composed of 12-28% 

hydroxyl-benzoic acids and 61-89% hydroxyl-

cinnamic acids. However, 4-hydroxy-benzoic acid 

in the current study represents only 2.7% of total 

phenolic acids in rice grains. 

Generally, regarding the nutritional value, Reed 

[29] stated that large increases in animal productivity 

can be achieved by relatively small increases in 

digestibility and intake. Thus, even small changes in 

the nutritive status could lead to big enough benefits 

for food. Furthermore, there are plenty of reports in 

the literature where rice blast fungal invasion 

triggers elevations of the antioxidant activity in the 

rice infected leaves [9,10]. However, to our 

knowledge no other studies investigated the effect of 

rice blast infection on the nutritional status of the rice 

grains. Numerous studies have shown that the 

essential phytochemicals in fruits, vegetables and 

cereal grains, including rice, are significantly 

associated with reduced risk of developing chronic 

diseases such as metabolic disorders, cancers, 

cardiovascular disease, Alzheimer's disease and type 

2 diabetes [30]. 

Conclusion 

Rice blast induced elevations in protein, total 

phenolic and total flavonoid contents as well as 

their phenolic profile and antioxidant activity. A 

significant trend of an antioxidant boost appeared 

in the grains of the rice blast diseased plants 

regarding the total phenolic acids along with the 

individual ones. More specifically, in the major 

phenolic acids, ferulic and p-coumaric, these kinds 

of elevations could have altered the assimilable 

antioxidant activity of the rice grains. 

Regarding the varieties, it was difficult to 

draw any constant trend to correlate 

susceptibility to the levels of increases of the 

individual phenolic acids concerns. The most 

stable trend occurred in the most tolerant variety, 

where the highest elevations appeared in the four 

out of six acids determined. 

 

RICE-GUARD: (In-field wireless sensor network 

to predict rice blast), Project ID: 606583, funded 

under: FP7-SME, by European Commission, 

funding scheme: BSG-SME-AG – Research for 

SME associations/groupings. 
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აგროინჟინერიის დეპარტამენტი, ბათუმი, საქართველო 

§ბათუმის შოთა რუსთაველის სახელმწიფო უნივერსიტეტის აგრარული და მემბრანული 
ტექნოლოგიების ინსტიტუტი, სასოფლო-სამეურნეო ნედლეულის წარმოებისა და გადამუშავების 
ტექნოლოგიების განყოფილება, ბათუმი, საქართველო 

(წარმოდგენილია აკადემიის წევრის გ. ალექსიძის მიერ) 

ბრინჯი მსოფლიოში მეორე მთავარი მარცვლეული კულტურაა, ბრინჯის პირიკულარიოზი  

კი მისი ყველაზე გამანადგურებელი დაავადება. პირიკულარიოზის მიმართ განსხვავებული  

ტოლერანტობის მქონე ბრინჯის ექვსი სახეობა ინოკულირებული იყო სოკოთი (დაავადების  

მაღალი ზემოქმედება, HDP), ასევე ბრინჯის იგივე სახეობათა ნაკრები თავისუფალი იყო დაა- 

ვადებისგან (დაავადების დაბალი ზემოქმედება, LDP). გაანალიზდა პროტეინის შემცველობა,  

აგრეთვე ფენოლური პროფილი და ანტიოქსიდანტური მოქმედება HDP და LDP მცენარეები- 

საგან მიღებულ მარცვლებში. შედეგებმა აჩვენა, რომ პროტეინის შემცველობა გაიზარდა  

23,7%-ით, ანტიოქსიდანტური აქტივობა, მთლიანი ფენოლები და  რადიკალური გამწმენდი  

აქტივობა – 10%-ით და 7%-ით იმ მცენარეებში, რომელთაც ჰქონდათ დაავადების მაღალი ზე- 

მოქმედება (HDP). ანალოგიურად, ფლავონოიდების საერთო რაოდენობა ბრინჯის უმეტეს  

ჯიშებში მომატებული იყო 8,1-დან 11,6%-მდე. უფრო მეტიც, ანტიოქსიდანტის მომატების  

მნიშვნელოვანი ტენდენცია გამოჩნდა ფენოლურ მჟავებში. კერძოდ, დაავადების მაღალი ზე- 

მოქმედების მქონე მარცვლებში (HDP) აღინიშნა მთლიანი ფენოლური მჟავების 6,9%-ით მომა- 

ტება დაავადების დაბალი ზემოქმედების მარცვლებთან შედარებით (LDP). ბრინჯის მარცვ- 

ლების ყველაზე მნიშვნელოვანი მჟავების: ფერულისა და p- კუმარინის  რაოდენობამ მიაღწია  

4,2% და 13,7%-ს. სირინგის მჟავა გაიზარდა 20,8%-ით, მაშინ როცა მომატების მაჩვენებელი  

ყველაზე მეტად შეინიშნებოდა ბრინჯის ტოლერანტულ ჯიშებში. 4-ჰიდროქსი-ბენზოინის  

მჟავის რაოდენობა 5,3%-დან 17,7% შეადგინა დაავადების მაღალი ზემოქმედების მქონე მცენა- 

რეებში, ხოლო სინაპინის მჟავა გაიზარდა 35%-ით. ზოგადად, ჯიშების მიხედვით, შეუძლებე- 

ლი იყო მკაფიო დასკვნების გაკეთება ინდივიდუალური ფენოლური მჟავების ცვლილებებთან  

დაკავშირებით. ამასთან, ყველაზე სტაბილური ტენდენცია გამოჩნდა მეტად ტოლერანტულ  

ჯიშში, სადაც ექვსიდან ოთხი მჟავას ყველაზე მაღალი დონე დაფიქსირდა. შედეგად, ბრინჯის  

დაავადებამ გამოიწვია ცილების, ფენოლური პროფილისა და მთლიანი ფლავონოიდების  

შემცველობის, აგრეთვე მათი ანტიოქსიდანტური მოქმედების გაზრდა. 
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